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The Chase Manhattan Bank has a long history of hiring
a very diverse selection of students and providing
them with a wide range of opportunities to become
successful bankers. We believe in diversity: we have
it in the markets we serve and we have it in the people
of our organization. The people at Chase who do well
in their jobs are people with strong inherent abilities
and a real determination to succeed. There is no single
pattern for success at Chase--no one school, degree, or
starting point in the Bank are good indicators of sub-
sequent success.

Since tne focus of this overall study is on rela-
tionships between undergraduate study and business
%Jareers, this paper will explain some aspects of how
we recruit and train at the Chase Bank. It will.try
to put into an appropriate context our experiences
with undergraduate students--the ways in which the re-
cruiting and training of undergraduate students have
worked well, and the problems we have experienced. All
of what follows is based on one premise: the approach
we use has evolved over many years and does work for
us; others are welcome to our ob3ervations and are in-
vited to use these ideas, but we are not suggesting
that our approach is the best one or necessarily ap-
propriate for others. We are eager for a dialogue in
order to learn more about ideas that work well.

Just as we have been hiring undergraduates for
many years, we have also been hiring graduate students.
In recent years we have been increasingly selective in
choosing graduate students. We have looked for those
students who have specific skills and abilities needed



for certain jobs. Students with Master of International
Affairs or Master of International Management degrees
are needed for a wide variety of international jobs now.
MBA students are hired for jobs requiring corporate
finance or other specialized backgrounds. We do not
hire graduate students just because of a broader aca-
demic background, but rather because we think they can
do some jobs better than undergraduates.

In developing new bankers, we keep close ties from
recruiting to training to job placement. We have iden-
tified certain specific skills and abilities that are
important in banking at Chase. We seek students who
have those skills and abilities, and then provide train-
ing and job experiences that build on that base. We
focus a great deal on the specificity of various job
requirements and the characteristics needed for success
in specific jobs.

In this paper we will share a variety of our find-
ings from studying our recruiting and training proces-
ses. We are hopeful that this endeavor will encourage
both further research and more communication. As we
share our views we are eager to hear the views of
educators--what do you believe is working well in pre-
paring students for business careers? We hope you
will hear our comments but not try to meet all of our
needs since what we need might well differ from what
GE or Kodak or Exxon needs. You ought not view all of
us as your clients..your client is a diverse society
with many needs.

Recruiting and Training at Chase Manhattan

The Chase Manhattan Bank hires a substantial number of
people with undergraduate and graduate degrees to enter
a wide variety of jobs. In 1982, Chase hired 343 recent
graduates in the United States. Those people were
hired for lending, product management, operations, or
systems jobs and underwent a variety of training exper-
iences. The training is specific for each function
and is intended to complement the skills and charac-
teristics the people had on arrival at Chase in prepara-
tion for specific jobs.

The group hired in 1982 Is quite diverse. There
is a wide range of academic backgrounds, ethnic back-
grounds, men and women in nearly equal numbers, some
with previous work experience and others directly from
school. The reason for the diversity in the group of
new hires is the diversity of our business. No longer
can the term "banker" provoke a single image, but it



now encompasses a broad variety of functions. Some of
the functions are quite distinct technically--designing
computer systems versus lending money--while others are
less dramatically different--lending money to global,
specialized companies versus lending to medium size,
local companies. The resulting job differences, whether
dramatic or subtle, have different criteria for success
and require different skills and characteristics.

Of the 343 recent graduates hired in the United
States in 1982, 219 of them were hired for lending func-
tions. These 219 are also a diverse group and will
work in a wide variety of jobs. The jobs these people
go into are described generically as "relationship
manager" jobs, that is, managing our relationships with
certain customers. They will all have the same class-
room training experiences, and their more practical
training on the job will vary depending on the struc-
ture of the job.

This paper will address how we recruit and train
people for entry level relationship manager positions.
It will describe our objectives and processes for re-
cruiting and training, and will focus on a study we
did in 1981 of certain ties from recruiting to train-
ing to performance on the job. The conclusions will
share specific findings from our study and will raise
issues of concern.

The relationship manager job requires a broad range
of knowledge and skills: technical, business, and
interpersonal skills and knowledge are required. Credit
risk analysis is a skill common to all relationship
manager positions. Other job requirements vary some-
what depending upon the type of customer and the type
of business we do with that customer. For example,
many customers use a wide variety of banking services
and products in addition to loans. The relationship
managers who are responsible for those customers must
have knowledge of these services and products (such as
cash management, trust, foreign exchange, personal
banking) and additional marketing and selling skills.

Our training is structured to teach the common re-
quirements--credit analysis skills--in a consistent,
centralized manner, and to teach the other requirements
in a decentralized way depending on the specifications
of particular business units. Although the other re-
quirements vary somewhat among the business units, we
approach them systematically with a core of other train-
ing programs that can be tailored to meet specific needs.

For many years we have been hiring and training
large numbers of undergraduates. We continue to do
this for four reasons: 1) the track record has been



strong, 2) we like diversity among our staff, 3) in-
creasingly we know with greater specificity the skills
and characteristics needed for various types of jobs,
and 4) hiring undergraduates is less expensive than
hiring people with graduate degrees.

In terms of the track record we have good rela-
tionships with approximately thirty-five colleges and
universities from which we recruit undergraduates. We
also have a large number of people working success-
fully throughout our organization in a wide variety of
jobs who have undergraduate educational backgrounds.

A sample of twenty-five senior people involved in
various aspects of commercial lending reflects the
diversity of academic backgrounds in our organization
and the performance of undergraduates. In the sample,
eight of the twenty-five have had only undergraduate
academic study. Five more have undergraduate degrees
plus some further non-academic degree studies. Nine
have MBA's, and three have other academic graduate
degrees. (See Appendix I)

Regarding diversity, we often find greater intel-
lectual stimulation when members of a group approach a
concern or issue from different perspectives. Also,
as we identify requirements for successful job per-
formance, specific mental abilities, which might well
have been developed and demonstrated in a variety of
academic fields, are critically important. Those men-
tal abilities, as well as characteristics of motivation
and interpersonal abilities, are as likely to be found
among liberal arts undergraduates as among other stu-
dents. Other students might have specific knowledge
or other technical skills that will be required for
certain jobs, but not necessarily for all.

In 1982, the average starting salary for under-
graduates was approximately $8,000 to $10,000 lower
than the average starting salary for MBA's. People
with other graduate degrees started at salaries be-
tween undergraduates and MBA's. In assessing value
for salary differentials for graduate students we look
at both immediate and longer term benefits. Immediate
benefits are skills or knowledge areas that enable
that person to function more quickly and at a higher
level of performance than other people. Some jobs re-
quire a broader base of general business knowledge
which might come from advanced academic studies or
from other work experiences.

4 OM.
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Longer term benefits are more in the area of
broader managerial skills. The question then becomes
whether the investment today in people already having
specialized skills and knowledge will produce an ap-
propriate managerial return some years in the future.
The backgrounds of our senior managers show that that
return can result, but also that people with under-
graduate backgrounds can acquire specialized manager-
ial skills and knowledge through training, additional
studies, and job experience.

Thus we come back to our point of diversity as a
reason for continuing to recruit a mixed group of stu-
dents. The hiring of students with advanced degrees
is worth the additional investment at the outset in
certain cases. For the most part, though, our people
are able to acquire specialized characteristics for
successful job performance if they have the right men-
tal abilities and motivation for this work. Our 1981
performance study gave us additional insight into the
early performance patterns of both undergraduates and
MBA's. Specific discussion of that study is included
further on in this paper. For the moment, a relevant
point is that, in the group studied, relationship man-
agers with undergraduate degrees performed, as a group,
as well or better than the group of MBA's with their
technical skills in the early years of relationship
manager jobs.

Recruiting Relationship Managers

The recruiting process at Chase is managed by the busi-
ness units that will put these people to work in jobs
after their initial training. Each business unit of
the Bank is responsible for defining, on an ongoing
basis, the number and types of people it needs. While
there is a centralized recruiting staff, their function
is to assure consistency throughout the Bank and to
assure that overall human resource needs are being de-
fined and met.

The reason business units are responsible for re-
cruiting is because there is mu:h diversity among the
business units regarding job requirements. Many over-
seas jobs require specialized language skills as well
as prior living experience overseas. Some jobs require
well developed corporate finance backgrounds. Other
jobs require specific business knowledge as a basis for
intensive marketing activities.
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In each case, the business unit has developed its
own strategic business plan and the people hired must
fit the objectives of that plan. We no longer hire
people on a "pool basis" for the Chase Bank in general,
assuming we can find an appropriate match of skills
and job requirements after training. Rather, we hire
people to work in specific parts of the Bank prior to
their training based on a good understanding of skill
and knowledge requirements.

The recruiting process generally includes several
types of interviews. An initial interview, either on
campus or in New York, determines whether in a general
way overall abilities, motivation, and interpersonal
skills seem to fit our requirements. Candidates are
subsequently interviewed by a "human resource special-
ist" who accomplishes two purposes: 1) informs the
candidate about our organizational structure and career
opportunities, and 2) determines if the candidate meets
the general criteria for a specific business unit.
Finally, the candidate is interviewed by managers who
assess very specific analytical and marketing skills.

Our methodology for this final step has evolved
considerably over the past five years. We now provide
detailed interview training to everyone who sees a
candidate. In that training we focus on a methodology
for assessing specific skills and knowledge. Each
interviewer, then, assesses different requirements:
some examine areas of general business or specific
industry knowledge, others examine interpersonal skills,
and one interview focuses on mental abilities.

The Credit Intenie

In the mid-1970's we started to look more closely at
the specific mental abilities that are required for
successful performance both in our training program and
in relationship manager jobs thereafter. We recognized
that while many job requirements will vary from busi-
ness unit to business unit, there are certain mental
abilities in common that are needed if strong credit
analytical skills are to develop.

We studied the content and structure of our train-
ing and of entry level relationship manager jobs to
identify critical mental abilities. Working with

- 6
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Theodore Ryan as a consultant*, we agreed on a common
core of mental abilities, and developed a methodology
for assessing those abilities in candidates.

This process, which we call "the credit interview,"
is today a highly sophisticated assessment and selection
technique.

There are six mental abilities which we have deter-
mined are necessary prerequisites for the development
of strong credit analytical skills. Those abilities
are memory, learning speed, logical reasoning, diver-
gent thinking, convergent thinking, and affinity for
numbers. Our evidence from performance of trainees
indicates that a satisfactory blend of these abilities
is essential for this type of work. A serious gap with
any one of these abilities has generally undermined the
development of strong credit analytical skills and re-
sulted in marginal performance.

In the training we cover very large amounts of ma-
terial in a few months, so memory and learning speed
are essential. As we move from the conceptual material
in the training to the application phases, the reason-
ing and thinking abilities come into play. The ability
to draw conclusions and inferences from a collection of
facts and to understand and apply abstract concepts is
very much a part of the training and of the relation-
ship manager job. At the same time, creative thinking
and practical judgment are both essential. Financial
statement analysis requires one to draw conclusions and
make judgements based on financial figures. Quantita-
tive skills are necessary since the concepts of credit
analysis and the reasoning and thinking patterns must
be used with numerical information.

Having determined that these six mental abilities
are important, the issue then is to develop a methodol-
ogy to assess these abilities in students having a wide
range of academic backgrounds. Our approach has been
to develop a series of cases which we can use in an
interview to focus on the mental abilities. We have
constructed cases that are set in a banking context
but do not necessarily require prior banking knowledge.

*Theodore G. Ryan, PhD., is an industrial/organizational psycholo-

gist specializing in human resources and organization development.

His graduate work was done at Columbia University, and he pres-

ently heads a consulting firm in New Hope, Pennsylvania.
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The interviewer describes the situation to be ana-
lyzed, provides background information or technical
definitions, and begins to ask probing questions. The
questions give the student the opportunity to think and
work through the case, and thereby demonstrate these
mental abilities.

The following is an excerpt from the evaluation
guidelines for one case.

"Evaluation guidelines in this section focus
on two sets of mental abilities: those of
logical reasoning, i.e., deductive and in-
ductive thought; and those of convergent and
divergent thinking. Throughout, the inter-
viewer should keep in mind that what is being
assessed is the interviewee's thought process
and the quality of issues raised by that
thought process. In no way should the inter-
viewee be evaluated on exact numerical equiv-
alents for the issue.

"Logical reasoning is assessed through examin-
ing what the immediate and long range effect
of an increase in assets and liabilities will
be, i.e., if this money is borrowed for a par-
ticular purpose, what will be the logical con-
sequences, and then, if these logical conse-
quences occur, what can then be deduced?

"Convergent and divergent thought are assessed
by the interviewee's ability to think beyond
the immediate issue of this one loan per se
and put this single loan within a larger per-
spective."

We have recently studied the performance of 189
non-MBA's we hired for training in 1981. We looked at
their results in several segments of the training and
studied their credit interview evaluations to identify
some relationships between interview results and train-
ing performance.

An initial finding has been that the interview is
very successful in identifying specific abilities need-
ed in certain segments of training. The correlation
between interview prediction and training performance
is highest regarding Accounting. The correlation is
lower, but still significant, in looking at interview



prediction and a composite of training evaluations in
various subject areas. The chart below shows pre-
dicted and actual grades, with a range from 5.0 (the
highest to 1.7 (the lowest).

Credit Interview
Prediction

Accounting
Average

Composite
Average

Group One 4.3 - 5.0 4.5 3.6

Group Two 3.8 - 4.2 3.5 3.3

Group Three 3.0 - 3.7 3.2 2.9

Group Four 1.7 - 2.9 3.0 2.6

Another perspective on the predictive validity of
the credit interview comes from looking at the distri-
bution of unsatisfactory and satisfactory performances
in training versus the interview prediction. The finding
is that the lowest performers in training are heavily
weighted in the lower predicted ranges; of those that
were predicted to perform in the highest category, none
performed at an unsatisfactory level. Those who did
perform in training at an unsatisfactory level were
mainly found in the lowest predicted range. (We do not
hire anyone whose interview prediction is unsatisfac-
tory, so the correlation between unsatisfactory inter-
view prediction and unsatisfactory training performance
cannot be fully tested.)

Credit Interview
Prediction

Percent
Unsatisfactory
In Training

Outstanding 0

Commendable 7.1

Highly Satisfactory 8.8

Satisfactory 18.8

Using this methodology we have been able to iden-
tify liberal arts undergraduates who have the mental
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abilities necessary for this work. The methodology
separates these abilities from areas of technical
knowledge. It also separates these abilities from
interpersonal skills and motivation. Just as specific
mental abilities are needed, so are certain interper-
sonal skills and motivation. Communications skills,
teamwork ability, ambition and interest in banking are
all important. Again, these latter characteristics
might as easily be found among liberal arts under-
graduates as among other students. Trainees in the
Credit Development Program today have academic studies
ranging from economics, political science, history,
and philosophy to geology, mechanical engineering,
Chinese history, linguistics, physics, and psychology.
Our methodology enables us to select students who we
believe have a high likelihood of success. Since we
started using this methodology in the mid-1970's,
the attrition rate in our training has fallen from over
20% to 10%.

The Training Process

The objective of the initial training for entry level
relationship managers is to teach two skills: first,
the ability to analyze the operational and financial
risks in a company through the use of financial state-
ment analysis, and second, the ability to stricture
financing arrangements which acknowledge and limit
those operational and financial risks. Each of these
two skills includes a number of specific technical
skills and areas of knowledge which are outlined in the
curriculum description which is Appendix II.

The structure of the initial training (which we
call the Credit Development Program) integrates the
conceptual understanding of risk analysis with the
pragmatic ability to apply the concepts to realistic
situations in the various markets in which we do busi-
ness. We teach concepts in the classroom and we teach
the application skills in cases and in "real" analyses
done by trainees for experienced relationship managers.
Our approach in teaching the application skills is to
simulate on- the --job experience in order to have a
pragmatic focus in applying risk analysis concepts.

Since we use application exercises in the second
half of the training that are a simulation of relation-
ship manager functions, we have long assumed that there
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should be a strong, positive correlation between per-
formance in those training experiences and subsequent
job performance. We have been less clear in assuming
a tie between the classroom training performance and
job performance, but have felt intuitively that there
must be some relationship between certain subject mat-
ter and skills required to do the job well. We have
also recognized that while credit analysis skills are
generic and an essential component for success as a
relationship manager, other skills (for example, mar-
keting, interpersonal, and communication) and knowledge
areas (specific industry or product knowledge) are also
required. Since these latter skills and knowledge
areas are not all addressed systematically in the
Credit Development Program, a correlation between per-
formance in that Program and subsequent performance as
a relationship manager becomes a mr:e complicated one.

The 1981 Performance Study

In 1981 we were considering certain changes in the
structure of the curriculum of the Credit Development
Program. The changes were to put either more or less
emphasis on certain topics within the curriculum as
well as on the application exercises. Our concern was
twofold: 1) which components of the training were most
critical for successful job performance, and 2) what is
the relationship between performance in training and
job performance? We wanted to move away from folklore
and anecdotes to a specific understanding of certain
links between abilities, skills, and performance.

We worked with Catherine Clark on a consulting
basis* to develop a methodology for this study and to
undertake an analysis of training and job performance.
Our basic approach was to analyze .the training and job
performance of a r.latively diverse sample of people
who had completed the Credit Development Program and
moved into relationship manager jobs in the preceding
three years.

What follows is Catherine Clark's description of
the methodology of her study.

* Catherine P. Clark is a management consultant in Austin, Texas

specializing in strategic planning and educational finance.

Her graduate work done at Stanford University.



The overall purpose of the Performance Study
was to examine the relationship of evalua-
tions in the Credit Development Program to
actual job performance by domestic relation-
ship managers. Credit officers evaluated the
job performance of selected relationship man-
agers working for them by rating their ana-
lytic credit skills. The skills they were
asked to evaluate were those emphasized in the
credit curriculum. The importance of this
congruence was critical to the validity of
the study.

Subjects. for study were 147 domestic rel-
ationship managers who completed the credit
training program between 1977 and 1980. Their
records from Credit Development were combined
with personal background data and Chase per-
sonnel In June 1981, questionnaires
were sent to credit officers currently re-
Tponsible for supervising and evaluating the
work of 119 former analysts from the sample
of 147. Sixty-six percent or seventy-nine of
the questionnaires were returned. The in-
strument contained questions about the re-
relationship manager's application of credit
skills on the job with an emphasis on quanti-
tative analytical ability. Scaled responses
were structured for every question ranging
from a score of (1), the poorest performance,
to (4) or (5), the best performance. These
data were added to training evaluations and
personal data to form the data base from which
the analyses were made.

From the questionnaire responses an index
of job performance was developed which was
used to rank the seventy-nine relationship
managers relative to their Jo') success. The
individual with the highest scores on the
questionnaire had the highest index value
and was considered, for purposes of this study,
the most successful. The index was used along
with the other data to answer research ques-
tiont about the relationship between training
and job performance.

A relationship manager's exact position in
a ranking of the success indexes is not criti-
cal. The standard deviation for the score is

- 12 -
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about five rank positions, meaning that the
person ranked twenty-fifth might really be
ranked anywhere between twentieth and thir-
tieth. What the index does provide, how-
ever, is the ability to subdivide the sample
of seventy-nine so that the performance of
one quartile can be compared with another
quartile.

This success index is based on a narrow
definition of success. Performance in terms
of credit skills, specifically those empha-
sized in credit training, did not take into
account personal attitudes or skills like
marketing or communications that might affect
overall success on the job for a relationship
manager. Major issues guiding the analysis
were these: What is the nature of the rela-
tionship between performance in credit train-
ing and job performance? And what are the
characteristics of successful analysts and
relationship managers?

Four training evaluations were studied to identify
those having the strongest correlations with job suc-
cess. Those four evaluations are:

(1) The Classroom Grade

This is an average of t1 2 examination grades
covering all classroom work during the first
half of the training.

(2) The Referral Presentation Average

At approximately the mid-point of the train-
ing, each trainee prepared and presented six
full analyses of actual Chase customers. We
call these analyses "referrals," and they
are highly structured, require a week of pre-
paration, and are evaluated carefully to de-
fine the trainee's level of skill. These
referrals are close simulations of the ana-
lytical work the trainee will do after be-
coming a re.ationship manager.

(3) The Average of Other Analytical Exercises

After the referral presentations, each train-
ee spent several months dcIng a wide variety
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of other analytical work, much of it direc-
tly with relationship managers. This work is
also evaluated, but on a less structured
basis than the referral presentations.

(4) The Exit Average

A composite evaluation of performance through-out all aspects was given to each trainee at
the conclusion of the training.

The correlation between these factors and job successare as follows:

Rank in success index with exit average .61Rank in success index with referral pre-
sentation average .53Rank in success index with average of
other analytical exercises .48Rank in other success index with class-
room grade

.37

In a linear regression equation using all of these
training evaluations simultaneously, the referral pre-sentation average has the strongest association withjob success. Since the referral presentations closely
parallel the analytical work done by relationship man-
agers, and since they require the use and integration
of a variety of skills (quantitative, reasoning, and
communication), the high relative importance of that
evaluation is easily understood.

When we analyze the relationship to job success of
the various subjects taught in the classroom, Account-ing is clearly the most important. Those who do well
in Accounting are much more likely to do well in other
aspects of training and on the job than those who do
not perform well in Accounting. The analysis of the
referral presentations indicates that it is a combina-
tion of skills that is critical for success, but the
analysis of Accounting shows that this one skill is
clearly essential and may be a prerequisite for develop-oring the combination of skills.

The following are Catherine Clark's comments on
characteristics of successful analysts and relation-
ship managers based on her study of this sample.



Prior Experience

The number of years of work experience prior to
coming to Credit Development is not a necessary
criterion for su-xess as it has been defined in
this study. One way to consider this result is
to suggest that work experience has not developed
the specific technical skills that have been the
subject of the study and, therefore, the relation-
ship of prior experience to activities of a rela-
tionship manager is very low. Unlike many occu-
pational studies where general job experience is
a substitute for training, prior experience is
not particularly useful here. Perhaps there are
certain types of experience which are more impor-
tant to success than others. Unfortunately, the
sample was too small to study this in detail.

work experience within Chase after exiting from
Credit Development is also not strongly associ-
ated with job performance but relatively recent
hiring of the relationship managers should be
kept in mind at this point. If the sample pro-
vided data on individuals with ten and fifteen
years of post-training experiem.5., perhaps dif-
ferent patterns would emerge. Something else to
note is that the definition of success does not
include negotiation skills, marketing, or com-
munication. There may be more relation between
success, broadly defined, and prior work exper-
ience, but the narrow defintion of this study
does not show it.

Gender

Sex is not an important factor in predicting
performance on the job, but some trends can be
observed in the proportion of men and women in

different performance groups. There are more
men in the training program and more men in the
sample (58 percent). Men tend to be slightly
more successful in the training phase. In
Accounting, for example, those with grades of
ninety-five and over are more likely to be men
(70 percent). In job performance, among the most
successful third of the sample, thirty-seven per-
cent are women and sixty-three percent are men.

This is close to but not exactly proportional
to representation in the sample.



Advanced Degrees

The correlation between job success and colle-
giate education is negative. A larger percen-
tage of the highly successful relationship man-
agers have only bachelor's degrees (about 60 per-
cent), while a larger percentage of the least
waccess:u1 have MBA's (60 percent). The group
with BA's has a higher average success index than
the group with MBA's. In addition, analyrts with
bachelor's degrees perform equally well in credit
training compared with their peers with advanced
degrees of all types.



Final Observations

Our experience at Chase indicates that hiring students
with diverse academic backgrounds and then providing
specialized training is effective in an organization
having a wide variety of jobs and career paths. With-
in our own organization, we look for specialized back-
grounds and characteristics for more technical types
of jobs. The approach we use is less likely to work
well for companies with highly specialized technical
jobs and more uniform career paths.

We have come to believe that focusing on specific
mental abilities is critical for recruiting, training,
and job success. The abilities we require range from
the very specific - affinity for numbers - to the more
general - logical reasoning. Other organizations might
well need another mix of mental abilities, but. we think
that both the specific and the general mental akilities
need to be addressed. We recognize that a wide range
of other characteristics is also required for job suc-
cess, but without the relevant mental abilities, the
individual is not likely to succeed.

Close links between recruiting and training are
essential. There needs to be a clear understanding of
which abilities should be recruited and which can
result from training. In our experience we have found
that we can teach financial statement analysis and pro-
duce a satisfactory level of that skill. We generally
are not able to develop logical reasoning patterns if
they are absent in the students we recruit.

Further study and research would be beneficial to
us in understanding better the relationships between
abilities developed in academic study and subsequent
career performance. For example, are students with
the skills and abilities we seek more likely to be
found among those studying certain disciplines as

opposed to others? How might we, as bankers, become
better able to assess academic performance? Also, are
there pedagogical issues in our approach to training
that are consistent with our objectives?

Finally, how do we become more sensitive to elu-
sive definitions of success and to the realizLtion
that personal growth and development are ongoing pro-

cesses? Those who succeed are found throughout an
organization, noc just as the top levels of the chart.
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And they probably succeed because they keep growing,building on abilities that were developed early intheir lives, and learning to apply their skills inincreasingly diverse ways. We in a large and diverseorganization need to continue emphasizing the impor-tance of job experiences and continuing education andtraining as the catalysts for personal development andjob success.
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APPENDIX II

Credit Development Program Curriculum

SEGMENT DAYS CUMULATIVE

1, FINANCIAL SERVICES OVERVIEW

Part One: Orientation 4 4

Part Two: Money & Capital
Markets 7 11

2. BASIC ACCOUNTING 14 25

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS 6 31

4. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 11 42

5, CASH FLOW

Part One; Cash Flow Mechanics 7 49

Part Two; Cash Flow Lending 10 59

Part Three: Projection Case 6 65

6. CORPORATE FINANCE 6 71

7. ASSET PROTECTION/TRADE FINANCE 11 82

8. MINI DESK REFERRAL 10 92

9 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 5 97

- Effective Writing

Effective Presentations

10. CASES/REFERRALS 45 142

- International Case

- Financial Services Case

- Term Loan Lending Case

11. DESK REFERRALS 18 160

12, REFERRALS/PRODUCT SEMINARS 4G 200
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